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The Three Little Pigs • Worksheet

1. Match the pictures with the speech bubbles.

A. I am a clever pig.
B. The wolf can’t catch me now.
C. My house is the best of all!
D. Build strong, safe houses!

2. Choose between straw, sticks and bricks to complete these sentences.

A. First they met a man selling ....................... .
B. Sticks are better than ....................... .
C. Bricks are better than ....................... and ....................... .
D. ...but ....................... are so heavy.

3. Match the two halves of the sentence.

A. “We want homes... ...on our chinny-chin-chins.”
B. “Little pigs, little pigs... ...and I’ll blow your house in.”
C. “Not by the hairs... ...let me come in.”
D. “Then I’ll huff and I’ll puff... ...of our own.”

4. Answer TRUE or FALSE.

A. Pinky’s house was the best of all. TRUE/FALSE
B. The straw house had three walls. TRUE/FALSE
C. Percy bought some sticks. TRUE/FALSE
D. The brick house was finished last. TRUE/FALSE
E. The wolf blew the brick house down in the end. TRUE/FALSE
The Three Little Pigs • Worksheet

The three pigs decide to build a bigger house all together. Pretend you are an architect and design an exciting new house for them all. Make sure it’s safe from wolves!

Project: Little Pig Palace

Writing activity: Make a list of all the good things about the house you’ve designed so that you can persuade the three pigs to build it.